
Bryan A. Garner is the award-winning 
author of more than 25 books. He writes 
on jurisprudence, lexicography, grammar, 
advocacy, and legal drafting. His mag-
num opus is the fourth edition of Garner’s 
Modern English Usage, published by Ox-
ford University Press—a thousand-page 
book that uses big data in the assessment 
of English words and phrases. In the legal 
world, he is best known as the editor in 
chief of the past five editions of Black’s 
Law Dictionary, the most widely cited 
lawbook in the world. 
           He is the most frequently cited 
scholar in U.S. Supreme Court opinions. 
Over the past several terms, the Supreme 
Court cited his work in about 20% of its 
decisions. 
 At SMU Dedman School of Law, 
where he has taught since 1990, he holds 
the title Distinguished Research Professor 
of Law. He also teaches at the University 
of Texas School of Law. 

 In D Magazine, the noted writer Paul Kix 
called Garner the “foremost lexicographer of our 
time.” Writing in Harper’s magazine, the late novel-
ist and essayist David Foster Wallace called Garner 
“a genius, though of a rather particular kind. He’s 
both a lawyer and a lexicographer, which seems a 
bit like being both a narcotics dealer and a DEA 
agent.”
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Bryan A. Garner, editor in chief 
The most authoritative, comprehensive law dictionary 
ever published, Black’s is cited more than any other 
lawbook. The tenth edition was reviewed by a 
distinguished panel of more than 200 critical readers 
throughout the world. Over the past four editions, 
Garner and his team at LawProse have re-researched and 
rewritten the entire book. 2075pp. 

“ Black’s Law Dictionary is the freshest and 
best-written law dictionary published today.” 

—ABA Appellate Practice Journal

Black’s Law Dictionary
Introduced by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, this 
eclectic anthology contains hard-to-find essays plus 
much-reprinted ones. Garner’s contributions on writing 
in practice, in law school, and within the judiciary are 
included, together with his innovative contributions to 
the art of legal lexicography. The uniquely comprehen-
sive bibliography recommends books in virtually every 
subgenre of writing—based on Garner’s own library. 
839pp.

“A ‘must read’ primer for my law clerks.”  
—Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Garner on Language and Writing

The author of the Chicago Manual of Style’s popular 
“Grammar and Usage” chapter explains the vagaries 
of English with absolute precision and utmost clarity. 
This is the definitive guide for writers who want their 
prose to be both memorable and correct. Usage advice 
is backed up in many entries with “big data” in the form 
of Google ngrams showing the relative frequency of 
competing word-forms and phrases. 583pp.

“ A thoroughgoing, clear explication of 
the traditional categories of grammar.”

—John E. McIntyre

Chicago Guide to Grammar, Usage, and Punctuation

Since first appearing in 1998, GMEU has established 
itself as the gold standard for English usage. It’s the 
book people turn to when they need guidance on 
grammar or style: the most comprehensive A-Z guide 
on editorial questions of every kind. The book is replete 
with insight and wit—as well as authoritative editorial 
rulings—on more than 10,000 trouble spots in the lan-
guage, including a vs. an historical, flaunt vs. flout, imply 
vs. infer, and the problems with irregardless. 1306pp. 

“Really, really good. Bryan Garner is a genius.” 
—The late David Foster Wallace

Garner’s Modern English Usage
This is the seminal Garner text—his first published 
reference work. The idea was to create an equivalent of 
Fowler’s Modern English Usage for lawyers and judges. 
The book concentrates on the myriad usage questions 
unique to legal writing: What’s the difference between 
a living will and an advance directive? Jury-packing and 
jury-tampering? National and federal? Collateral estoppel 
and res judicata? Also included are such entertaining 
entries as “Lawyers, Derogatory Names for.” 991pp.

“Don’t confront your editor without it.”  
—Harvard Law Review

Garner’s Dictionary of Legal Usage

Aimed at remedying the most common failings of 
brief-writers, this book has revolutionized how lawyers 
approach persuasive writing. Each tip is designed 
to enhance judicial receptivity. The format makes it 
perfect for browsing or in-depth study: a blackletter 
principle, followed by quotations on rhetoric and 
writing, Garner’s own explanation, and illustrative 
before-and-after examples. 775pp.

“One of the best books on legal writing available today.”
—Lawyers Weekly

The Winning Brief
Now in its expanded third edition, this book’s original 
working title was “A Restatement of the Principles of 
Legal Writing.” The text is designed on the model of 
explicit rules followed by commentary. Every rule of 
punctuation, every important grammatical rule, and 
every important principle of legal writing can be found 
here. If the Bluebook deals with citational norms, the 
Redbook deals with the legal prose itself. Plus examples 
of superbly written legal documents.

“Invaluable.” 
—Judge Richard A. Posner

The Redbook: A Manual on Legal Style

Inspired by the Strunk & White classic, this book 
explains what distinguishes good from poor writing 
style, with examples from such legal writers as Holmes, 
Cardozo, Jackson, Scalia, and Easterbrook. Its 
pages feature the clearest explanation to be found on 
organizing arguments, one-of-a-kind illustrations of 
rhetorical figures in law, an inspiring essay on how to 
approach legal style, and more. The appendix records 82 
classic statements about writing style. 268pp.

“Expansive, instructive, witty, and wise.” 
—Michigan Bar Journal

The Elements of Legal Style
This book embodies every important principle of 
plain-English writing, from word choice to large-scale 
organization, from litigation papers to transactional 
documents. Each of the 50 sections features a trenchant 
explanation followed by basic, intermediate, and ad-
vanced exercises. Useful as the text for a writing course, 
its model documents are among the best exemplars of 
memos, motions, briefs, and contracts. 268pp.

“ A significant improvement over  
other books on the subject.” 

—Law Library Journal

Legal Writing in Plain English

Taking a fresh canon-by-canon approach, Scalia and 
Garner examine the interpretation of legal texts. Using 
case studies as illustrations, they make an often-dry 
subject riveting. Intended primarily for judges and 
lawyers, Reading Law is enlightening for anyone who 
wants to understand how judges decide cases—or should 
decide cases. It’s an in-depth treatise on textualism 
and a superb look at modern judicial decision-making. 
569pp.

“Lucid, delightful, and entertaining.”
—Laurence H. Tribe

Reading Law with Justice Antonin Scalia

In their first collaboration, Scalia and Garner team up 
to explain, in short compass, every important principle 
of advocacy—both written and oral. The authors bring 
to bear on their discussion the enduring insights of 
Aristotle, Cicero, and Isocrates, as well as the most 
accomplished advocates of today. They have created 
a fresh, original work that takes a down-to-earth 
approach to the art of persuasion. 245pp.

“Deserves the widest possible audience. Read it and reap.”
 —Arizona Attorney

Making Your Case with Justice Antonin Scalia 

The first hornbook-style treatise on the doctrine of 
precedent in more than a century, this book is the 
product of 13 distinguished coauthors: 12 appellate 
judges (who work with precedents daily) and their editor 
and co author, Bryan A. Garner. They have thoroughly 
researched and explored the many intricacies of the 
doctrine as it guides the work of American lawyers and 
judges. There are 93 blackletter sections. 910pp.

“Clearly written, fully supported by caselaw, 
and impressively argued throughout.”

—Richard Helmholz

The Law of Judicial Precedent


